
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

CASABLANCA BOULEVARD & GO STATION ACCESS EA 

STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP WITH PROPERTY OWNERS –  

FEEDBACK SUMMARY (FINAL) 

Stakeholder Workshop with Property Owners

CASABLANCA BOULEVARD

Main Street to North Service Road

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 27, 5:30 PM TO 8:00 PM - SOUTHWARD COMMUNITY PARK

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 

The stakeholder workshop was held for the Casablanca Boulevard and GO Access

Environmental Assessment on September 27th, 2018 at the Southward Community Park in

Grimsby. The purpose of the session was to engage adjacent property owners on the updated

designs for Casablanca Boulevard and the GO Access area and obtain feedback regarding

property impacts and/or concerns.

A total of 30 people signed in to the event, and 1 comment form was received. A number of

comments were also received via written and verbal feedback to members of the project team,

and as part of the Question & Answer session that was held following the presentation from the

Consulting team’s Engagement Lead, Karla Kolli. This document provides a summary of the

event and the key feedback discussed with the community. The following sections summarize

comments based on the three working table discussion areas that were set up: CN Rail

Crossing and GO Station Access; Casablanca Boulevard (Main Street to North Service Road),

and Intersection and Interchange Options. The comments described in the following section will 

be brought forward for consideration as the project progresses towards the preferred design and

development of the Environmental Study Report.

Comments Heard:

General:

 A concern was raised over whether other roads adjacent to Casablanca Boulevard had

been considered for widening instead of Casablanca Boulevard. There was concern that

Casablanca is a primarily residential neighbourhood, and widening South Service Road

or Livingston Avenue may be more appropriate to address traffic flows.

 A point was raised that South Service Road has existing commercial and industrial uses,

and so would be less impacted by a road widening.
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 People accessing the GO Station from Downtown Grimsby would be using Livingston 

Avenue to get to Casablanca Boulevard, and thus there is a need for widening of 

Casablanca to accommodate this traffic.  

 A question was posed regarding the budget of this project for all the Design and EA 

process and implementation.  

GO Station Access: 

 Stemming from concerns about worsening traffic on the busy Casablanca – South 

Service intersection, there were suggestions regarding moving the GO station to a 

different location such as to the south side of the rail tracks, or potentially to the east of 

Casablanca.  

 There were also some concerns about the reliability of the assumption that there will be 

a GO train station built, and questions about the current and future projected GO 

ridership.  

 Concern was raised regarding weaving through the double lefts at the Casablanca - 

South Service Road intersection and Go Station Access entrance, and there was a 

request for signage to guide traffic.  

 A need to enforce parking regulation on Emily Street was identified, so that individuals 

accessing the GO station do not park here.  

Casablanca Boulevard: 

 There was a concern about increased traffic all along Casablanca Boulevard, and the 

implications this would have on the neighbourhood. In particular, some residents were 

worried about being able to access their driveways. Particular areas of concern 

highlighted include immediately south of the Casablanca Boulevard and Livingston 

Avenue intersection, where backed up traffic may make it difficult to access driveways, 

and the right turn from Livingston Avenue heading north on Casablanca Boulevard 

where motorists tend to speed over the posted limit.   

 There was also a concern regarding speeding as a result of a greater number of lanes 

and cars incoming fast from the highway. This is particularly a concern in light of existing 

speeding of pick-up trucks, and young adults racing dirt bikes. Traffic calming measures 

were suggested that included better speed enforcement, a need for speed bumps, 

lowering the speed limit, installing stop signs, and narrowing lanes. These concerns 

were primarily identified north of the Casablanca Boulevard and Livingston Avenue 

intersection and along Main Street West. 

 Concern over increased noise was heard from a number of residents, particularly along 

Casablanca Boulevard north of Livingston Avenue. Comments were made that this noise 

is aggravated by the curvature of Casablanca Boulevard. Noise abatement measures 

suggested by the community included sound barriers.  
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 The impact of the road on the existing tree line was brought up by several property 

owners. While these trees do not lie on their property they are an integral part of the 

community and questions were raised about their protection and potential replacement.  

 One resident inquired about ability for visitors to park along Casablanca Boulevard once 

the improvements are made (currently the shoulder of the road is used for parking). 

Between Main Street and Livingston Avenue  

 Concerns were brought up regarding increased lighting and traffic speed on Main Street. 

 There was a strong sense of support for the removal of the open ditches along this 

stretch of road. These ditches have become a site for garbage disposal, removing them 

was appreciated.  

 There was a belief that there is no need for a separate left turning lane onto Eglin Street. 

There is no problem currently turning, and a third lane would be redundant.  

 A question was raised about the need for sidewalks along the west side of Casablanca. 

Since there are very few driveways facing the road from the west there may not be a 

need for a sidewalk in the short term.   

Between Livingston Avenue and South Service Road  

 There were several noise/ speed / driveway access / privacy concerns raised along this 

stretch of Casablanca.  

 There was a question regarding the need for improvements to Livingston Avenue east of 

Casablanca Boulevard, to reflect greater traffic coming from the Downtown.  

 There were many questions regarding the need for a sidewalk along the west side of 

Casablanca Boulevard north of the Casablanca- Livingston intersection given that there 

are no driveways that face this section and a lack of current pedestrian use. This was 

supplemented with concerns regarding whether this pedestrian path would be used by 

pedestrian traffic to the Go Station, and if it would encourage jaywalking across 

Casablanca Boulevard for those attempting to access the Go Station.  

 There was a concern raised regarding the use of Vine Street as a bypass route, and a 

suggestion to consider turning it into an inbound one-way street or a bike and 

pedestrian-only street.  

 There was concern expressed regarding the number of lanes along this street and ways 

to reduce them. The public was generally uncomfortable with the idea of five lanes in a 

residential neighbourhood. There was a suggestion for one travel lane in each direction, 

and a centre turning lane. There was another suggestion to either remove bike lanes 

altogether as they made them feel unsafe or move them to one side on the road so that 

they were more protected.  

 Residents approved of the driveway access road on the east of Casablanca just south of 

the railway crossing (east side). They believed it increased safety, access for garbage/ 

snow removal, and access to driveways. 
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 There was a suggestion to coordinate signalized intersections with signals at the CN Rail 

Crossing. 

 

North of South Service Road  

 There were questions about a new 6-10 storey building on North Service Road that was 

not shown on the aerial imagery. There is a need to update aerial imagery on base maps 

(currently doesn’t display new building) and consider its entrance onto North Service 

Road.  

 There was a question regarding whether the new “Fifth Wheel” truck shop was 

considered in the model. 

 

Intersections 

 There were suggestions for alternative roadway configurations for the Casablanca 

Boulevard – South Service Road intersection to alleviate traffic at the intersection. These 

included a possible underpass or traffic circle at the intersection.  

 There was a need expressed for wayfinding to and from the highway, particularly north 

of the intersection from Winston Road; an area that currently lacks signage.  

QEW Interchange 

 There were two options presented for the QEW Interchange. For the first signalised 

ramp option, there was some confusion regarding the placement of the signals, and a 

need for greater visual clarity on the concept.  

 Regarding the second diverging diamond option, there were some concerns regarding 

the implementation of this concept. There was a lack of clarity on whether there will be 

signalised ramps, pedestrian crossings at the ramps, and the number of lanes that would 

be leading from the bridge towards the South Service and North Service Roads. 

Concern was also raised about if this new idea was appropriate for the demographics of 

the neighbourhood and if the community would be able to adapt to it. Some community 

members felt it looked like an interesting concept that could improve pedestrian and 

cyclist safety. 
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